ISRAEL X AUSTRALIA
Trade, investment, and commercial opportunities and activities

Australia’s commercial relationship with Israel is healthy but modest:

•

annual two-way trade officially stands at around AUD 1 billion, making Israel our 41st largest trading partner. However, the real
value of the trade relationship is estimated at closer to AUD 2 billion

•

service and defence equipment trade are not reflected in the public data, and a significant amount of trade is carried out through
third parties such as the US and Singapore

•

Australia’s live animal exports are the largest component of our exports to Israel, but are coming under increasing pressure from
opponents of the trade within Israel, and

•

other key exports are pearls and gems, and chilled and frozen beef.

Despite the relatively low bilateral trade volumes, there is significant potential in the innovation and
technology relationship. A number of high-impact developments have already taken place in this sector:

•

the conclusion of commercial R&D agreements (federal, NSW, Victoria) have provided additional opportunities for Australian
groups looking to collaborate with Israeli entities. Funding is also available under the Australian Government’s Global
Collaborations Fund and the Global Innovation Linkages Program

•

the Innovation Landing Pad in Tel Aviv—which serves as a bridge between the Australian and Israeli innovation eco-systems—
offers Australian companies and entrepreneurs a platform to build linkages with both Israeli and multinational business partners.
The Innovation Landing Pad has supported more than 70 Australian companies in three years through its programs. Most companies
are in the agtech, cyber security and fintech sectors

•

there has been significant growth in visits to Israel by Australian business delegations seeking engagement with the Israeli innovation
eco-system – more than 40 delegations in 2018

•

20 Israeli companies are now listed on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX), making Israel the third largest source of foreign
company listings (behind NZ and US). Many of these companies have used Australia as a springboard into other markets

•

several top tier Australian corporates in the banking, insurance and telecom industries have established formal innovation scouting
activities in Israel

•

Telstra has invested AUD 13 million in Zimperium, an Israeli mobile security technology company, and

•

significant Australian investment has been made into Israeli venture capital: more than 20 per cent of funds in the world’s largest
online crowd-sourced VC fund, Our Crowd, are of Australian origin.

A new Australia-Israel tax treaty signed in March 2019 will reduce tax impediments to bilateral trade and
investment when it comes into effect. The treaty will alleviate double taxation by lowering withholding tax
rates on cross border interest, dividend and royalty payments.

Australian superannuation fund Sunsuper acquired about five per cent of the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange
(TASE) after the Israeli Securities Authority approved the sale of TASE’s securities to non-Israeli parties in
August 2018:

•

Australian-founded firm Manikay Partners also bought 19 per cent of TASE shares.

Israeli investment in Australia is small in absolute dollar figures but potentially high impact in terms of its
contribution to increasing Australian industrial productivity:

•

for example, software for emergency rooms, automated drones for mining supply chains, wrapping technology for protecting crops,
and biotech industry services.

Significant two-way investment opportunities exist in digital health, defence industries, space, fintech, AI,
agtech / foodtech, smart cities / mobility and environmental technologies.
Australia and Israel are increasing cooperation in medical research:

•

the Garvan Institute of Medical Research and Israel’s Weizmann Institute opened the Centre for Cellular Genomics in Sydney in
August 2017—Australia’s only multidisciplinary centre in this field

•

Israeli biotech companies are discovering Australia’s cost-effectiveness as a tier one destination for clinical trials, which provides
opportunities for Australian biotech companies to work with Israeli groups (for example, two Israeli biotech companies – Azura
Ophthalmics and Bioforum – have established a physical presence in Australia to facilitate clinical trials), and

•

Israeli company Kadimastem and the Australian Foundation for Diabetes Research collaborate on research to overcome the need to
administer insulin for people with type 1 diabetes.

Agtech has also been a fertile area for increased collaboration:

•

Australia’s Blue River Group has established the argifood tech innovation Bridge Hub in Wagga Wagga for collaboration and
technology validation between the Australian agriculture industry and Israeli counterparts.

Australia is seen as a natural partner with strong credentials in Israel’s expanding oil and gas sector,
Australian interest has been limited.
Opportunities in military technology collaboration continue to be explored:

•

this is a key focus of the Australia–Israel Joint Working Group on Defence Industry

•

in August 2018, Israel’s Rafael Advanced Defense Systems and Australia’s Varley signed an agreement that included setting-up
joint production lines in Australia for Rafael’s Spike anti-tank missiles, and

•

Elbit Systems already employs more than 200 Australians in Victoria and Israel Aerospace Industries recently established a fullyowned subsidiary in Australia.

Austrade’s recently-established Australian Trade & Defence Office in West Jerusalem is progressing
collaboration opportunities in priority sectors including fintech, digital health and clinical trials, defence
industries, and environmental technologies.

The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade is committed to addressing impediments to trade, including
through DFAT’s Non-Tariff Barriers Action Plan. DFAT’s Non-Tariff Barriers Section <NTB@dfat.gov.au> and
the Australian Embassy in Israel <telaviv.embassy@dfat.gov.au> would welcome information on any
challenge Australian traders are facing.
Israel and Australia are both members of the WTO and Israel is part of three WTO groupings:

•

the G-10

•

Friends of A-D Negotiations (seeking more disciplines on the use of anti-dumping measures), and

•

the Joint Proposal in Intellectual Property Group (proposing a voluntary IP database).

ISRAEL ’S FIFTH WTO TRADE P OLICY R EVIEW WAS HELD ON 17 AND 19 J ULY 2018. AUSTRALIA QUESTIONED ISRAEL ’S CONTINUED INTERVENTION
AND HIGH TARIFFS IN ITS AGRICULTURAL SECTOR , AND HIGHLIGHTED ISRAEL ’S COMMITMENT TO IMPLEMENTING THE N AIROBI M INISTERIAL
D ECISION TO ELIMINATE EXPORT SUBSIDIES . ISRAEL RATIFIED THE WTO TRADE FACILITATION AGREEMENT IN 2017 AND IS PARTICIPATING IN THE
WTO MINISTERIAL CONFERENCE JOINT STATEMENT INITIATIVES ON E - COMMERCE , MSME S , AND WOMEN AND TRADE .

